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Current Status

Indexed by:
 ESCI (Clarivate) 

 Scopus 

 DOAJ (Open access journals)

 GEOBASE

 PubMed

 CSA Sustainability Science Abstracts

 Environmental Sciences and Pollution Management

Up to September 2021

The Mock Impact Factor for 2021 was 
3.2 to date (estimated)



Awards

 Most cited paper awards

 Most down paper awards

 Best paper awards (CPGIS)



Key points about Annals of GIS

1) Open Access paid for a broader international audience 

2) Indexed in major databases (good status)
Such as ESCI (Clarivate), Scopus, DOAJ

3) Fast processing time

Welcome to contribute!!!



Stay tuned in on the papers from the Journal

Wechat barcode: 

Mailing list:
annals-of-gis_list@g-groups.wisc.edu

(To get on the list, send a message to azhu@wisc.edu)

Twice a month updates with links to papers for download
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Increasing the likelihood of your paper being 
accepted: the perspectives from an Editor-in-Chief



1. The characteristics of an empirical research paper

2. A structure to adopt for your paper

3. How to make the characteristics outstanding

4. Summary

Outline

Examples used in this talk: 

1. Due et al., 2020, “Spatial prediction of flea index of transmitting plague based 
on environmental similarity”, Annals of GIS 26:3, 227-236, 
DOI: 10.1080/19475683.2020.1788639

2. Qiu et al., 2020, “Error checking of large land quality databases through data 
mining based on low frequency associations”, Land Degradation & 
Development, https://doi-org.ezproxy.library.wisc.edu/10.1002/ldr.3581

https://doi-org.ezproxy.library.wisc.edu/10.1080/19475683.2020.1788639
https://doi-org.ezproxy.library.wisc.edu/10.1002/ldr.3581


1) A clear research aim (question)

2) Well justified novelty (question)

3) Structured around the research question

The characteristics of an empirical research paper

It is the scientific question that is at the 
center of the paper



A clear research aim (question)
One and only one research question. It must be a clear statement about the 
research aim (question, issue) this paper is to address.

Good examples:

a) It is apparent that new techniques which do not impose the above 
requirements on sample size, sample distribution and stationarity of the 
extracted relationships are much needed in spatial predication of plague. This 
paper aims to explore the use of the Third Law of Geography for the 
development of such techniques for spatial prediction of plague (How to 
develop a spatial prediction technique for plague prediction without strict 
requirements on samples?) (Du et al., 2020, Annals of GIS).

b) The main aim of this study is to explore the use of low-frequency associations 
among data elements for error checking of cultivated land quality databases 
(Can the low-frequency associations among data elements be used for error 
checking in databases?) (Qiu et al., 2020, LDD).

The characteristics (1/3)

Scientific question directed



Bad examples:

a) The current study aims to (1) explore dataset by factor analysis and reveal the soil 
properties in association with heavy metal pollution in urban areas, and (2) create 
prediction surfaces with the purpose of delineating and quantifying the pollution 
hazards, using kriging and GIS. (focusing on carrying out a specific task or a process)

b) The objective of this study was to detect the change in land use/land cover and its 
impact on land surface temperature over the past 40 years (1981–2020) in the 973 
watershed, in the northeastern China. To achieve this overall objective, the following 
specific objectives were formulated:

• Analyze the magnitude and patterns of spatiotemporal land use/ cover change;
• Examine the spatiotemporal variation of land surface temperature;
• Investigate impacts of land use/land cover change on land surface temperature;
• Explore the correlation between LST and the normalized difference vegetation 

index (NDVI).
(focusing on the outcomes of a specific area and carrying out a specific task or a 
process)

Project report like



Well justified novelty (question)
What is novelty: 

Questions that have not been addressed or not sufficiently addressed in the literature.

It should be a gap in our knowledge (literature) or something which is incorrect in our 
understanding (literature). 

It is not a question you do not know, nor a question a group of people do not know.

How to achieve this:

It has to be sufficiently justified through a well structured, focused and thorough literature 
review (Done earlier in the paper, often either in the introduction section or literature review 
section).

Example: 
1. Introduction in Due et al., 2020, Annals of GIS 26:3, 227-236,  

DOI: 10.1080/19475683.2020.1788639
2. Introduction in Qiu et al., 2020, Land Degradation & Development

https://doi-org.ezproxy.library.wisc.edu/10.1002/ldr.3581

The characteristics (2/3)

https://doi-org.ezproxy.library.wisc.edu/10.1080/19475683.2020.1788639
https://doi-org.ezproxy.library.wisc.edu/10.1002/ldr.3581


Example 1: Introduction in Due et al., 2020,  Annals of GIS

Background on Plague 
prediction and importance

Narrow the focus to the key 
area of concern (area that 
your research question lies)

Focused,               structured,                  thorough review 



Justification:
Analysis of the literature and presentation of the question



Structured around the research question

The entire paper should be structured to focus on the research question. 

Which means:

 The method should be directed to those specifically for answering the research question

 The experiment for the research should be designed to answer the research question only

 The results should be those providing direct answers to the research question

 The discussion should focus on the context (stability) your answers to the research 

question and the conclusion you draw.

Example: 
1. Due et al., 2020,  Annals of GIS; 
2. Qiu et al., 2020, Land Degradation and Development

The characteristics (3/3)



A structure to adopt for your paper

0.Abstract
1.Introduction
2.Methods (including experiment design)
3.Results
4.Discussion
5.Conclusions

Basic structure

Modify this based on the nature of your paper to 
make the key focus, the above characteristics, 
outstandingly clear.



A nutshell of the paper can be used independently. It is definitely 
NOT the introduction or part of the introduction of the paper.

Typically consists of three parts：
a．The research question
b．A summary of the methods used
c．Key results (often quantative) and findings

0. Abstract

A structure to adopt for your paper



It is the beginning of the paper. It is to established the research 
question (achieving the first two characteristics).

1.Introduction

It consists of four key parts:

Part 1:  Provide the background of the research and identify the key 
issue researchers are concerned with in this area. 

Part 2: Conduct a structured literature review (in the form of 
advancement in idea)

Part 3: Synthesize what provided in Part 2 and clearly identify the 
research gap (question) based on the synthesis.

Part 4: Provide the objective of the paper (the aim).

A structure to adopt for your paper



Example 2: Introduction in Qiu et al., 2020,  Land Degradation & Development

Part 1:  Provide the background of the 
research and identify the key issue 
researchers are concerned about in 
this area. 

Part 2: Conduct a structured literature review 
(in the form of advancement in idea)



Part 3: Synthesize what provided in 
Part 2 and clearly identify the 
research gap (question) based on 
the synthesis.

Part 4: Provide the objective of the 
paper (the aim).



2.Methodology
2.1 Basic Idea
The idea or the strategy in answering the question (not about the procedures or 
processes to be undertaken. It is the idea, the key contribution of the paper)

A structure to adopt for your paper

2.2 Methods
The methods for implementing or realizing the idea. It is not about the complete 
workflow; it is the key methods which are at the heart of answering the question.

2.3 Experiments (Experiment Design)
The description of the design of the controlled experiments to find the answers, 
and consists of: 

1) Study area and data
2) Processes and procedures (key steps) in implementing the key methods to 

realize the idea (strategy). There is no need to describe the details of the 
common methodology for data preparation and data analysis, unless the 
methodology would have significant impacts on the answers. If so, then  
include them in the discussion section. 

3) Evaluation strategies and methods
The key is to provide a scientific process to gather the evidence for the answer.



3.Results

The results from the experiments which directly answer the research question.

There is no need to list the intermediate outputs from the analysis (such as 
products from the data preprocessing). 

If the variation of products from these intermediate steps impacts the 
answers significantly (changing the conclusion), then these should 
be included in the discussion section. 

A structure to adopt for your paper



4.Discussion

Consists of the following aspects：

1) Stability of the results, assessed from two basic angles:
a) Examine if different techniques in the key method section would 

change the outcomes of the experiments, in turn alter the 
findings or the conclusion drawn.

b) Examine if different parameter settings of the key method or 
techniques would change the outcomes of the experiments.

2) The conditions or boundaries of the findings (the context)

3) The impacts of the findings on existing knowledge

A structure to adopt for your paper

This section is to discuss the context of your findings and their implications 



The key findings and their implications, consists of the followings

 A summary of the key method in addressing the questions
 Key findings and their implications.
 Conditions and context of the conclusion

A structure to adopt for your paper

5. Conclusions or Summaries

No numerical results are expected in this section. 



How to make the characteristics outstanding

1) A clear research aim (question)

2) Well justified novelty (question)

3) Structured to answer the research question

Introduction section

The basic idea 
section

Strategy to 
answer

Methods 
Section

How to answer 
the question

Results 
section

Directly related 
to answers

Discussion 
section

Context of your 
answers



1. Introduction
Identification and justification of the 
research question from the literature

2. Methods
2.1 Basic idea

The idea to address the question

2.2 Methods：
Key methods for realizing this idea or 
strategy in addressing the question

2.3 Experiments 
Implementation (including study area, 
data, other procedures) of the solution 
(the idea and the key methods) and 
control experiments for evaluating the 
new strategy. 

Identification and justification of the 
deficiency of the engine (here just one)

The idea or strategy to address this 
deficiency based on the knowledge of 
engine mechanics

The key methods for addressing the 
engine deficiency based on the above idea.

Build a new engine based on the idea and 
the key methods; Assemble a new car with 
this new engine and assemble another car 
with the old engine with rest of the parts 
being same, then compare the 
performance of these two cars. 

Example: improving car engine

How to make the characteristics outstanding



3. Results
Results directly answering 
the research question and 
related explanation

4. Discussion
Impacts on the results 
(conclusion) if the key 
methods are changed or 
some of the parameters are 
changed. Implications for 
knowledge in this area 
(contributions).

5. Conclusions
Summary statements about 
the finding and innovation.

Performance of the new engine such as 
horsepower, acceleration and explanation of 
these measures, comparison in performance 
with the other car (with the same assembling 
parts but just a different engine)

Impacts on (sensitivity of) the performance 
of the new engine if any of the key materials 
or methods used to build the new engine 
changes. Conditions for the improved 
performance of the new engine. Prospects of 
the new engine and implications for engine 
manufacturing.

Conclusive statements about the improved 
engine and its prospects, its contributions to 
engine manufacturing.

How to make the characteristics outstanding
Example: improving car engine



A scientific paper is NOT a project report documenting the 
processes and procedures in completing a task or a project.

It is a paper about addressing a research gap (question) in the 
literature, which documents the justification of a research gap 
in the literature, the idea and experiments in addressing this 
gap, and the answers to the question, and the implications of 
the answers to literature.

Summaries

The scientific question!
The scientific question!
The scientific question!



Thank you for your attention !

A-Xing Zhu
azhu@wisc.edu

mailto:azhu@wisc.edu
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